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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
This journal does not have a Letters to the Editor department. However, recently an unusual 
situation presented itself, and I feel that, in this exceptional case, the only way to handle it properly 
is through the presentation of the facts to our readers. We have never engaged in, nor do we intend 
to in the future, in any discussions, polemics or arguments not related to our subject matter, as 
defined in our Aims and Purposes. 
The background in the present case is as follows: 
1. Our journal published recently a Special Issue, in memory of Richard Bellman (Computers & 
Mathematics with Applications Vol. 12A, No. 6, June 1986), with G. Adomian and E. S. Lee 
as Guest Editors. The introductory paper in that issue, written by the Guest Editors, was 
entitled "The Research Contributions of Richard Bellman". That 3-page article contained the 
following sentence, which, interalia, tried to characterize Richard Bellman: 
"It is not generally known that he was partly Armenian--another result of the 
dispersion of Armenians by Turkish brutality (which finally ended in genocide)--and 
he felt surprised and pleased when I showed him an article on his achievements from 
Armenian newspapers." 
2. Shortly after we published this, C. V. Emin called me, objecting strenuously to the insertion 
of political statements into our journal. I agreed with him that such statements should not 
be part of this journal, and also consented to publish a letter of objection, which we are 
reproducing below. 
3. I sent Mr Emin's letter to Mr Adomian, who provided a rejoinder. It too is presented to our 
readers, following Mr Emin's letter. 
E. Y. RODIN 
Editor -in -Chief 
Dear Editor-in-Chief: October 9, 1986 
I was shocked and dismayed to read the allegations in Professor Bellman's eulogy by the Armenian Guest 
Editor G. Adomian regarding "dispersion of Armenians by Turkish brutality and genocide" which was totally 
out of place and context in a scholarly journal of this quality. The discriminatory allegations against he 
Turkish nationality was ill founded and groundless, but this is beside the point. The focus of a eulogy should 
be to emphasize the celebrated accomplishments of this scientist, not to taint the article and journal by using 
them as propaganda and a publicity staging platform. 
No doubt, G. Adomian is acting under the pretext of Armenian communities' aim to annex eastern Turkey 
with the Armenian Republic of U.S.S.R. where about one million Armenians escaped after revolting against 
the Ottoman Empire during World War I [1, 2]. He is trying to taint and tarnish a proud Turkish history 
and heritage with a false claim of alleged brutality and genocide, part of a misleading and defamatory 
campaign by Armenians against Turks. In fact, the Armenian terrorists have murdered innocent Turkish 
diplomats, women, children, including a doctorate student who happened to be a son of a Turkish diplomat. 
Historians who dared to dispute the extravagant Armenian claims have been put under pressure through acts 
of violence, including bombing their homes, until such historians are silenced. Armenian communities are 
hailing those terrorists as heroes and martyrs of the Armenian Cause and funding such heinous terrorist 
activities. They are using religious and educational organizations for their political propaganda and are trying 
to get their version of history included in American text books and school calendars and in the U.S. Congress 
resolutions. 
We are neither politicians nor historians. There are impartial, historically objective, expert opinion arenas 
where G. Adomian's allegations should be addressed. I am deeply concerned with the serious and harmful 
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effects of such special racial and political interest of an ethnic group member in the interests of this journal. 
I hope it never finds itself in a position again to support the absurd claims of an extremist group. 
Sincerely ours, 
CELAL V. EMIN 
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Dear Editor-in-Chief: 
Mr Emin's letter is neither deserving of publication or reply, anymore than the claims of unreconstructed 
Nazis claiming no Jews were killed by Hitler. First of all, I am not an "Armenian Editor". It is true that 
my background is Armenian, for I am, like many who inhabit the United States, born here because of 
historical fate. However, I am an American, and I cherish my citizenship. 
Why does Mr Emin object so strenuously to one sentence that I wrote stating Richard Bellman's parents 
fled Turkey during the Armenian massacres early in this century. Is his objective to ignore or change history? 
Could one make even a slight reference to Einstein without mentioning the fact that he fled Nazi Germany? 
Both Albert Einstein and Richard Bellman were Americans because Germany and Turkey attempted to 
obliterate the minorities to which their families belonged. Both were among a lucky minority whose families 
escaped this fate. This is simply a statement of historical fact. 
The twentieth century has been a sad one. It began with Turkish massacres of Armenians, and it continued 
with the Jewish holocaust, and slaughter in India, Uganda and Cambodia. The only difference I can discern 
is that Germans have not tried to maintain innocence. Most nations have chapters of history which do them 
no credit, but acknowledgement of past error is a hallmark of a mature people, Mr Emin's comments confirm 
published statements hat the Turkish government has decided to rewrite history. 
I find it ironic that Mr Emin attempts to use a mathematical journal as a public relations tool. His claim 
Armenians were terrorists is absurd. What are we to expect next? A version of history which presents the 
German people protecting themselves against "Jewish terrorists" in the 1930s and '40s, establishing death 
camps to fend off a formidable foe? 
I also resent Mr Emin's attempts to cast me as a supporter of the Soviet Union and by inference, as a 
communist and a subversive. I happen to know about the joint Soviet-Turkish invasion of Armenia in 1920 
and the Turkish-Soviet "understandings" while Turkey milks Uncle Sam. I know how lucky I am to be an 
American. As a ten-year-old child my mother watched as Turkish soldiers beat her grandfather to death with 
rifle butts before her eyes. My father's 90-year-old grandmother had her throat cut by Turkish soldiers. This 
is part of my heritage so I know how fortunate I am to be in the United States in a democratic free society 
where minority rights are respected. Many Americans hare a background like mine. Elie Wiesel, the recent 
winner of the Nobel Prize for Peace, lost his family in a concentration camp under a regime quite similar 
to modern Turkey. Does Mr Emin expect us to forget what happened to our families so that his government 
can erase one ugly chapter of its history? 
If Turkey were to succeed in convincing the world that the massacre of Armenians never took place, it won't 
be long until we are also being told that six million Jews did not perish during the Second World War. I feel 
my relatives deserve better treatment at the hands of historians. I know that Jews, Ugandans and Cambodians 
understand my feelings very well. 
Our only hope for peace on earth is to enter the twenty-first century resolved and determined to remember 
the innocent souls who perished in this century. Hope for the future of mankind lies in remembering them 
in the unequivocable statement, "Never again!" 
GEORGE ADOMIAN 
